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Few will have escaped
the rapid rise of social
media over the last
few years. There are
now over 42m UK
Facebook users, and
18m UK Twitter users.
These impressive
figures illustrate the
huge popularity of
social media and
have had a huge
affect on driving
forward how we use
the internet and how
we access, receive,
and share content
online.
So how can you, as a mountain

rescue team make full use of

social media to help you raise

funds, whilst avoiding the pitfalls?

Well firstly, you need to

understand how social media is

not simply a marketing platform, it

is a communication channel and

needs to be treated as one. In fact,

it is a very powerful

communication channel, enabling

communication en masse to

target users, and with the added

dimension of real time conversation

with your audience – and that is

critical. It is a conversation you are

having with an audience, not just

you shouting your message.

In terms of fundraising for your

team, you cannot simply expect to

be able to set yourself up on

Facebook and Twitter and shout

about how you need funds, asking

people to donate – that simply

won’t work. You need to create

and provide content of interest to

your most likely supporters, you

need to build a relationship with

them and think of them as a

marketing team to help you raise

funds – you don’t just want to talk

to them, you want them in turn to

then go on and shout about how

great you are, and the work you

do, to their friends. That will result

in a great crowd funding resource

for your team.

To start with, decide what social

media platforms you would like to

be on. There are now over 250

different social media and social

networking websites, but do not try

to be on all of them! Only set

yourselves up on the ones you

have the time and resources to

manage – it is better not to be on a

social media presence at all, than

to be there and not be active. Be

more active on less – quality not

quantity.

Facebook, Twitter, and Youtube

are the first platforms you should

consider. Simply because they

have the largest audiences and

greatest potential for you to connect

with people that are interested in

supporting mountain rescue.

On Facebook, make sure you set

up a Facebook ‘Page’, not a

‘Profile’ or a ‘Group’. If you set up

a profile, it will be removed by

Facebook at some point in the

future and all your hard work will

go to waste. If you set up as a

group then you are hugely

restricted in what you can do and

how you can find and reach

people that will be interested in

your team and your activities. A

Facebook Group can be a good

tool for internal communication

between team members, but not

for promotion and conversation

with non-members.

With a Facebook Page you can

also make use of countless

plugins and applications which will

increase the engagement level

with your Facebook audience,

essentially helping to turn your

page into more of a website, even

enabling users to donate to your

team from within Facebook itself.

On Twitter, create a profile and

make sure you complete all areas

of your profile info and profile bio

as this can be used to help

interested users find you and your

Twitter profile. It can also be

included easily in relevant search

engine results.

Create a Youtube channel for

your team which can then also be

pulled into display within your

Facebook Page. You can post

other people’s content already on

Youtube to display in your Youtube

channel, including national

mountain rescue video content.

However, if you can, try and

produce your own video content. It

doesn’t have to be too polished

and professional as viewers are

used to watching relatively poor

video content on Youtube filmed

with smartphones, but try and film

short snippets that portray life in

the team and what you have been

up to.

Which brings us nicely onto

content: what should you post?

You need to strike a balance

between several different types of

content that overall presents an

overview of what life is like for your

mountain rescue team and what

you get up to, ranging from

training activities, to incidents and

call-outs, and everything in-

between. Present an overall

presentation that your team lives,

sleeps and breathes the outdoors

in your region, and that you’re all

about keeping those that want to

enjoy the outdoors in your region

safe.

Don’t just post about rescuing

people in major incidents, post

preventative news and information
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that users of the outdoors in your

region may be interested in –

weather reports, details of activities

in the area – together with larger

content of relevance and possible

interest to people interested in the

outdoors.

Decide the ‘tone’ of your social

media presence, and remember it

is a great opportunity to display

your team’s personality. Funny and

entertaining is a great stance to

take, and tends to make your posts

more engaging with your users,

but maintain a professional stance

and use comedy where best

appropriate, and not when it isn’t.

Simply, remember it is a

communication channel – if you

wouldn’t stand up on a stage in

front of a load of local outdoor

users and say it that way, don’t say

it on Facebook or Twitter that way.

Simply use common sense in

communication at all times, even if

you don’t think people are listing.

Do all this and your audience will

then allow you to ask them for

money to help fund your activity

and, much more importantly, they

will help you by telling their friends

about you and how you need to

raise funds.

You can lever your social media

presence to help raise funds in

several ways.

You should promote any digital

fundraising tools that you may

have, such as your Just Giving

page. Also, let your audience

know if and where you are going

to be collecting money on the

streets in your region, promote any

fundraising events you may be

having, and promote any other on

or offline ways that your audience

can give to you.

For probably the first time in your

team’s history, social media is

enabling you to have the chance

to build your own online audience,

essentially a database of users

that have chosen to opt in to

receive your content and want to

be connected to you. That means

that they don’t just want to support

you by giving to you, they want to

broadcast your message and your

story, and get other people to give

to you. You are building a very

powerful and long term crowd

funding resource for your team,

your own marketing department.

Remember to get the balance

right though. Social media is not a

place to beg or keep pushing the

same message blatantly. All you

have to do is to keep a good and

consistent mix of content coming

through your social media

channels and the stories of the

daily activities of mountain rescue

volunteers, your personalities, your

caring for those enjoying the

outdoors, and so on, will drive

users to want to support you. But

how to get an audience?

Well, when you first set up your

social media presence you should

firstly get all the members of your

team to join your social media

presences, on whichever

presences they are members of.

They should then be asked to

invite all their friends to join it.

Beyond that, make sure that you

promote your social media

presences wherever you can –

add links to your website, publish

your Facebook address on any

literature that may be seen by the

general public, invite them to join

you on Facebook or Twitter at

every conceivable opportunity.

Keep this consistent and your

audience will constantly grow.

However, you may have heard

some negative talk about social

media and how it can cause

problems?

Well, there is nothing to be

scared and of and certainly

nothing that should stop you

harnessing the benefits of social

media, but there are some simple

guidelines, rules, and processes

you must put in place in order to

ensure you get it right and it

remains a great tool for your team.

Firstly, try to have only one or two

of your team members that

update your social media

presences.

This will not only help you to set a

consistent tone but also to

organise activity so as to ensure

that neither too much or too little

content is posted.

You should create, and openly

publish, a code of practice for both

yourselves and your audience

members. Let your audience

know what is acceptable

behaviour and what is not, and

ensure that you know what you

should publish and when. For

example, there is no need to

publish precise details of where

your current call-out is, and

certainly no precise details of any

casualties etc, simply post about

the activity later on in the day. It will

have the same affect as posting it

live but avoids any possible

implications.

Remain neutral and do not share

your own personal opinions. You

may share a relevant news story

or post for example, and even if

your audience then post their

opinions in response, do not agree

or disagree with any of them,

remain neutral in your answers, or

simply let the audience talk

amongst themselves. No matter

what your opinions really are, if you

are hosting the conversation you

are doing the job of positioning

your mountain rescue team as at

the heart of relevant topics, without
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polarising any opinions.

It is also important that your team

members understand the power of

social media as a communication

tool in general. Beyond your

team’s ‘official’ presence, many

don’t think about it, when in fact

social media is one of the most

powerful communication

channels, and a communication

channel that is easily accessed by

everyone. A team member could

easily post on their personal

Facebook Profile that they are on

their way to attend a call-out and

give the location and even post

details of any casualties once they

are there. That has nothing to do

with your official team social media

presences, it is their personal

Facebook Profile and they have

the freedom to post whatever they

want.

Occasionally, people just don’t

how powerful a communication

channel they now have very easy

access to. Point this out to them

and most will then understand this

and comply. Even people that

have done such things in the past

wouldn’t dream of going on the

local radio to say the same thing,

they just didn’t think of it in the

same way. Point this out to them

so they do realise it and you are

managing the channel.

Expand the ‘Code of Practice’ for

your social media presences to

include a policy for your team

members specifying what

mountain rescue activity they can

and can’t post about from their

personal profiles. Don’t ban

everything, as you want them to

support your activity for fundraising

etc, but draw a clear line regarding

what they cannot post about. This

needs to be clearly and concisely

explained and executed.

Social media is happening

anyway, people are still there and

actively posting what they want to

whether you are there or not –

much better to be there and

involved. Don’t be scared! The

vast positive elements of working

hard to develop your Social Media

presence far outweigh the threat of

any negative elements. Simply

take time to lay down a careful

structure now and you’ll find that

you are easily able to take full

advantage of the vast opportunity

social media has provided your

team, to build your awareness

locally and create a long lasting

and resourceful fundraising

platform.
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John Hall works with global brands and regional social media businesses across the UK. He has helped launch
more than 40 affiliate and social media-centric online brands, creating web traffic and monetised online
audiences. The PDF of his conference presentation is available from www.sm4b.co.uk/mountainrescue.
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